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An interactive, resume-building software.
The book gives an in-depth study of the principles of the spread spectrum techniques
and their applications in mobile communications. It starts with solid foundations in the
digital communications that are essential to unequivocal understanding of the CDMA
technology, and guides the reader through the fundamentals and characteristics of
cellular CDMA communications. Features include: * A very clear and thorough
description of the principles and applications of spread spectrum techniques in multiuser mobile communications. * Matlab-based worked examples, exercises and practical
sessions to clearly explain the theoretical concepts. * An easy-to-read explanation of
the air interface standards used in IS-95 A/B, cdma2000, and 3G WCDMA. * Clear
presentations of the high speed downlink and uplink packet access (HSDPA/HSUPA)
techniques used in 3G WCDMA. The book is a very suitable introduction to the
principles of CDMA communications for senior undergraduate and graduate students,
as well researchers and engineers in industry who are looking to develop their
expertise. A very clear and thorough description of the principles and applications of
spread spectrum techniques in multi-user mobile communications. Matlab-based
worked examples, exercises and practical sessions to clearly explain the theoretical
concepts. An easy-to-read explanation of the air interface standards used in IS-95 A/B,
cdma2000, and 3G WCDMA. Clear presentations of the high speed downlink and
uplink packet access (HSDPA/HSUPA) techniques used in 3G WCDMA.
Behavioral Synthesis: A Practical Guide to High-Level Design includes details on new
material and new interpretations of old material with an emphasis on practical
information. The intended audience is the ASIC (or high-end FPGA) designer who will
be using behavioral synthesis, the manager who will be working with those designers,
or the engineering student who is studying leading-edge design techniques. Today's
designs are creating tremendous pressures for digital designers. Not only must they
compress more functionality onto a single IC, but this has to be done on shorter
schedules to stay ahead in extremely competitive markets. To meet these opposing
demands, designers must work at a new, higher level of abstraction to efficiently make
the kind of architectural decisions that are critical to the success of today's complex
designs. In other words, they must include behavioral design in their flow. The biggest
challenge to adopting behavioral design is changing the mindset of the designer.
Instead of describing system functionality in great detail, the designer outlines the
design in broader, more abstract terms. The ability to easily and efficiently consider
multiple design alternatives over a wide range of cost and performance is an extremely
persuasive reason to make this leap to a high level of abstraction. Designers that learn
to think and work at the behavioral level will reap major benefits in the resultant quality
of the final design. But such changes in methodology are difficult to achieve rapidly.
Education is essential to making this transition. Many designers will recall the difficulty
transitioning from schematic-based design to RTL design. Designers that were new to
the technology often felt that they had not been told enough about how synthesis
worked and that they were not taught how to effectively write HDL code that would
synthesize efficiently. Using this unique book, a designer will understand what
behavioral synthesis tools are doing (and why) and how to effectively describe their
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designs that they are appropriately synthesized. CD ROM INCLUDED! The
accompanying CD-ROM contains the source code and test benches for the three case
studies discussed in Chapters 14, 15 and 16.
An expert treatment of the state-of-the-art in green and soft communications, covering
theory, design, and resource management strategies.
This two-volume set contains the proceedings of the June 1999 conference devoted to
presenting and exploring scientific and technological advancements, innovations,
opportunities, and solutions in Multimedia applications. Among other topics, the 318
contributions cover quality of service, network management and distributed multimedia
systems, video compression, web and video servers, virtual and augmented reality,
computer graphics and animation, multimodal interaction and usability, content-based
retrieval from image and video databases, authoring tools, software engineering
technologies for multimedia, electronic commerce, and educational, cultural heritage
and medical applications. Contains an author index but no subject index. Annotation c.
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
This book will enable electrical engineers and technicians in the fields of the
biomedical, computer, and electronics engineering, to master the essential
fundamentals of DSP principles and practice. Coverage includes DSP principles,
applications, and hardware issues with an emphasis on applications. Many instructive
worked examples are used to illustrate the material and the use of mathematics is
minimized for easier grasp of concepts. In addition to introducing commercial DSP
hardware and software, and industry standards that apply to DSP concepts and
algorithms, topics covered include adaptive filtering with noise reduction and echo
cancellations; speech compression; signal sampling, digital filter realizations; filter
design; multimedia applications; over-sampling, etc. More advanced topics are also
covered, such as adaptive filters, speech compression such as PCM, u-law, ADPCM,
and multi-rate DSP and over-sampling ADC. Covers DSP principles and hardware
issues with emphasis on applications and many worked examples End of chapter
problems are helpful in ensuring retention and understanding of what was just read

This volume presents selected aspects of non-integer, or fractional order
systems, whose analysis, synthesis and applications have increasingly become a
real challenge for various research communities, ranging from science to
engineering. The spectrum of applications of the fractional order calculus has
incredibly expanded, in fact it would be hard to find a science/engineering-related
subject area where the fractional calculus had not been incorporated. The
content of the fractional calculus is ranged from pure mathematics to engineering
implementations and so is the content of this volume. The volume is subdivided
into six parts, reflecting particular aspects of the fractional order calculus. The
first part contains a single invited paper on a new formulation of fractional-order
descriptor observers for fractional-order descriptor continous LTI systems. The
second part provides new elements to the mathematical theory of fractional-order
systems. In the third part of this volume, a bunch of new results in approximation,
modeling and simulations of fractional-order systems is given. The fourth part
presents new solutions to some problems in controllability and control of noninteger order systems, in particular fractional PID-like control. The fifth part
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analyzes the stability of non-integer order systems and some new results are
offered in this important respect, in particular for discrete-time systems. The final,
sixth part of this volume presents a spectrum of applications of the noninteger
order calculus, ranging from bi-fractional filtering, in particular of
electromyographic signals, through the thermal diffusion and advection diffusion
processes to the SIEMENS platform implementation. This volume's papers were
all subjected to stimulating comments and discussions from the active audience
of the RRNR'2014, the 6th Conference on Non-integer Order Calculus and Its
Applications that was organized by the Department of Electrical, Control and
Computer Engineering, Opole University of Technology, Opole, Poland.
The professional recording industry is rapidly moving from a hardware paradigm
(big studios with expensive gear) to a software paradigm, in which lots of
expensive hardware is replaced with a single computer loaded with software plugins. Complete albums are now being recorded and engineered "inside the
box"-all within a computer without hardware processing or mixing gear. Audio
effect plug-ins, which are small software modules that work within audio host
applications, like Avid Pro Tools, Apple Logic, Ableton Live, and Steinberg
Cubase, are big business. Designing Audio Effect Plug-Ins in C++ gives readers
everything they need to know to create real-world, working plug-ins in the widely
used C++ programming language. Beginning with the necessary theory behind
audio signal processing, author Will Pirkle quickly gets into the heart of this
implementation guide, with clearly-presented, previously unpublished algorithms,
tons of example code, and practical advice. From the companion website,
readers can download free software for the rapid development of the algorithms,
many of which have never been revealed to the general public. The resulting plugins can be compiled to snap in to any of the above host applications. Readers will
come away with the knowledge and tools to design and implement their own
audio signal processing designs. Learn to build audio effect plug-ins in a widely
used, implementable programming language-C++ Design plug-ins for a variety of
platforms (Windows and Mac) and popular audio applications Companion site
gives you fully worked-out code for all the examples used, free development
software for download, video tutorials for the software, and examples of student
plug-ins complete with theory and code
Digital Signal Processing Design, Applications, Design & Implementation,
provides the reader with the training, the tools and the building blocks necessary
to assess and then unlock the potential of DSP in their own products and
services. Bateman and Paterson-Stephens have set out to accomplish this in a
manner that is both easy to digest, simple to navigate, and uniquely 'hands on' .
No other DSP text on the market has the breadth of real time examples,
graphical visualisation, or practical algorithm libraries (ToolBoxes) to be found
here. The balance of the book is towards a descriptive and visual explanation of
the subject matter. Mathematical analysis is provided, where appropriate, in a
concise and manageable format. For Further learning resourses in this area
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please visit: http://www.dspstore.com/
Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes a set
of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-ofthe-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Software
Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences.
Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes
selected papers from the conference proceedings of the International Conference
on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS 2007) which
was part of the International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information and
Systems Sciences and Engineering (CISSE 2007).
The new technology advances provide that a great number of system signals can
be easily measured with a low cost. The main problem is that usually only a
fraction of the signal is useful for different purposes, for example maintenance,
DVD-recorders, computers, electric/electronic circuits, econometric, optimization,
etc. Digital filters are the most versatile, practical and effective methods for
extracting the information necessary from the signal. They can be dynamic, so
they can be automatically or manually adjusted to the external and internal
conditions. Presented in this book are the most advanced digital filters including
different case studies and the most relevant literature.
Digital Signal ProcessingA Practical ApproachPearson Education
All the design and development inspiration and direction an digital engineer
needs in one blockbuster book! Kenton Williston, author, columnist, and editor of
DSP DesignLine has selected the very best digital signal processing design
material from the Newnes portfolio and has compiled it into this volume. The
result is a book covering the gamut of DSP design'from design fundamentals to
optimized multimedia techniques'with a strong pragmatic emphasis. In addition to
specific design techniques and practices, this book also discusses various
approaches to solving DSP design problems and how to successfully apply
theory to actual design tasks. The material has been selected for its timelessness
as well as for its relevance to contemporary embedded design issues.
CONTENTS: Chapter 1 ADCs, DACs, and Sampling Theory Chapter 2 Digital
Filters Chapter 3 Frequency Domain Processing Chapter 4 Audio Coding
Chapter 5 Video Processing Chapter 6 Modulation Chapter 7 DSP Hardware
Options Chapter 8 DSP Processors and Fixed-Point Arithmetic Chapter 9 Code
Optimization and Resource Partitioning Chapter 10 Testing and Debugging DSP
Systems *Hand-picked content selected by Kenton Williston, Editor of DSP
DesignLine *Proven best design practices for image, audio, and video processing
*Case histories and design examples get you off and running on your current
project
This book introduces the advantages of parallel processing and details how to
use it to deal with common signal processing and control algorithms. The text
includes examples and end-of-chapter exercises, and case studies to put
theoretical concepts into a practical context.
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As in many other fields, biomedical engineers benefit from the use of
computational intelligence (CI) tools to solve complex and non-linear problems.
The benefits could be even greater if there were scientific literature that
specifically focused on the biomedical applications of computational intelligence
techniques. The first comprehensive field-specific reference, Computational
Intelligence in Biomedical Engineering provides a unique look at how techniques
in CI can offer solutions in modelling, relationship pattern recognition, clustering,
and other problems particular to the field. The authors begin with an overview of
signal processing and machine learning approaches and continue on to introduce
specific applications, which illustrate CI’s importance in medical diagnosis and
healthcare. They provide an extensive review of signal processing techniques
commonly employed in the analysis of biomedical signals and in the
improvement of signal to noise ratio. The text covers recent CI techniques for
post processing ECG signals in the diagnosis of cardiovascular disease and as
well as various studies with a particular focus on CI’s potential as a tool for gait
diagnostics. In addition to its detailed accounts of the most recent research,
Computational Intelligence in Biomedical Engineering provides useful
applications and information on the benefits of applying computation intelligence
techniques to improve medical diagnostics.
Bridging the gap from theory to programming, Designing Software Synthesizer
Plug-Ins in C++ For RackAFX, VST3 and Audio Units contains complete code for
designing and implementing software synthesizers for both Windows and Mac
platforms. You will learn synthesizer operation, starting with the underlying theory
of each synthesizer component, and moving on to the theory of how these
components combine to form fully working musical instruments that function on a
variety of target digital audio workstations (DAWs). Containing some of the latest
advances in theory and algorithm development, this book contains information
that has never been published in textbook form, including several unique
algorithms of the author’s own design. The book is broken into three parts: plugin programming, theory and design of the central synthesizer components of
oscillators, envelope generators, and filters, and the design and implementation
of six complete polyphonic software synthesizer musical instruments, which can
be played in real time. The instruments implement advanced concepts including
a user-programmable modulation matrix. The final chapter shows you the theory
and code for a suite of delay effects to augment your synthesizers, introducing
you to audio effect processing. The companion website,
www.focalpress.com/cw/pirkle, gives you access to free software to guide you
through the application of concepts discussed in the book, and code for both
Windows and Mac platforms. In addition to the software, it features bonus
projects, application notes, and video tutorials. A reader forum, monitored by the
author, gives you the opportunity for questions and information exchange.
Concentrating on presenting a thorough analysis of DFB lasers from a level
suitable for research students, this book emphasises and gives extensive
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coverage of computer aided modeling techniques.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 8th
International Symposium on Computer Music Modeling and Retrieval, CMMR
2011 and the 20th International Symposium on Frontiers of Research in Speech
and Music, FRSM 2011. This year the 2 conferences merged for the first time
and were held in Bhubanes, India, in March 2011. The 17 revised full papers
presented were specially reviewed and revised for inclusion in this proceedings
volume. The book is divided in four main chapters which reflect the high quality of
the sessions of CMMR 2011, the collaboration with FRSM 2011 and the Indian
influence, in the topics of Indian Music, Music Information Retrieval, Sound
analysis synthesis and perception and Speech processing of Indian languages.
A key technology enabling fast-paced embedded media processing developments is
the high-performance, low-power, small-footprint convergent processor, a specialized
device that combines the real-time control of a traditional microcontroller with the signal
processing power of a DSP. This practical guide is your one-stop shop for
understanding how to implement this cutting-edge technology. You will learn how to:
Choose the proper processor for an application. Architect your system to avoid
problems at the outset. Manage your data flows and memory accesses so that they line
up properly Make smart-trade-offs in portable applications between power
considerations and computational performance. Divide processing tasks across multiple
cores. Program frameworks that optimize performance without needlessly increasing
programming model complexity. Implement benchmarking techniques that will help you
adapt a framework to best fit a target application, and much more! Covering the entire
spectrum of EMP-related design issues, from easy-to-understand explanations of basic
architecture and direct memory access (DMA), to in-depth discussions of code
optimization and power management, this practical book will be an invaluable aid to
every engineer working with EMP, from the beginner to the seasoned expert.
Comprehensive subject coverage with emphasis on practical application Essential
assembly language code included throughout text Many real-world examples using
Analog's popular Blackfin Processor architecture
In 2002, the International Conference on Computer Aided Design (ICCAD) celebrates
its 20th anniversary. This book commemorates contributions made by ICCAD to the
broad field of design automation during that time. The foundation of ICCAD in 1982
coincided with the growth of Large Scale Integration. The sharply increased
functionality of board-level circuits led to a major demand for more powerful Electronic
Design Automation (EDA) tools. At the same time, LSI grew quickly and advanced
circuit integration became widely avail able. This, in turn, required new tools, using
sophisticated modeling, analysis and optimization algorithms in order to manage the
evermore complex design processes. Not surprisingly, during the same period, a
number of start-up com panies began to commercialize EDA solutions, complementing
various existing in-house efforts. The overall increased interest in Design Automation
(DA) re quired a new forum for the emerging community of EDA professionals; one
which would be focused on the publication of high-quality research results and provide
a structure for the exchange of ideas on a broad scale. Many of the original ICCAD
volunteers were also members of CANDE (Computer-Aided Network Design), a
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workshop of the IEEE Circuits and Sys tem Society. In fact, it was at a CANDE
workshop that Bill McCalla suggested the creation of a conference for the EDA
professional. (Bill later developed the name).
The book provides a comprehensive exposition of all major topics in digital signal
processing (DSP). With numerous illustrative examples for easy understanding of the
topics, it also includes MATLAB-based examples with codes in order to encourage the
readers to become more confident of the fundamentals and to gain insights into DSP.
Further, it presents real-world signal processing design problems using MATLAB and
programmable DSP processors. In addition to problems that require analytical
solutions, it discusses problems that require solutions using MATLAB at the end of
each chapter. Divided into 13 chapters, it addresses many emerging topics, which are
not typically found in advanced texts on DSP. It includes a chapter on adaptive digital
filters used in the signal processing problems for faster acceptable results in the
presence of changing environments and changing system requirements. Moreover, it
offers an overview of wavelets, enabling readers to easily understand the basics and
applications of this powerful mathematical tool for signal and image processing. The
final chapter explores DSP processors, which is an area of growing interest for
researchers. A valuable resource for undergraduate and graduate students, it can also
be used for self-study by researchers, practicing engineers and scientists in electronics,
communications, and computer engineering as well as for teaching one- to twosemester courses.
The Kuala Lumpur International Conference on Biomedical Engineering (BioMed 2006)
was held in December 2006 at the Palace of the Golden Horses, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. The papers presented at BioMed 2006, and published here, cover such
topics as Artificial Intelligence, Biological effects of non-ionising electromagnetic fields,
Biomaterials, Biomechanics, Biomedical Sensors, Biomedical Signal Analysis,
Biotechnology, Clinical Engineering, Human performance engineering, Imaging,
Medical Informatics, Medical Instruments and Devices, and many more.
An excellent introductory text, this book covers the basic theoretical, algorithmic and
real-time aspects of digital signal processing (DSP). Detailed information is provided on
off-line, real-time and DSP programming and the reader is effortlessly guided through
advanced topics such as DSP hardware design, FIR and IIR filter design and difference
equation manipulation.
This book marks the 60th birthday of Prof. Vladimir Erofeev – a well-known specialist in
the field of wave processes in solids, fluids, and structures. Featuring a collection of
papers related to Prof. Erofeev’s contributions in the field, it presents articles on the
current problems concerning the theory of nonlinear wave processes in generalized
continua and structures. It also discusses a number of applications as well as various
discrete and continuous dynamic models of structures and media and problems of
nonlinear acoustic diagnostics.
"This book highlights and discusses the underlying QoS issues that arise in the delivery
of real-time multimedia services over wireless networks"--Provided by publisher.
Robot Learning is intended for one term advanced Machine Learning courses taken by
students from different computer science research disciplines. This text has all the
features of a renowned best selling text. It gives a focused introduction to the primary
themes in a Robot learning course and demonstrates the relevance and practicality of
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various Machine Learning algorithms to a wide variety of real-world applications from
evolutionary techniques to reinforcement learning, classification, control, uncertainty
and many other important fields. Salient features: - Comprehensive coverage of
Evolutionary Techniques, Reinforcement Learning and Uncertainty. - Precise
mathematical language used without excessive formalism and abstraction. - Included
applications demonstrate the utility of the subject in terms of real-world problems. - A
separate chapter on Anticipatory-mechanisms-of-human-sensory-motor-coordination
and biped locomotion. - Collection of most recent research on Robot Learning.
This book clearly explains digital signal processing principles and shows how they can
be used to build DSP systems. The aim is to give enough insight and practical guidance
to enable an engineer to construct DSP systems. The book's programs are written in C,
the language used in DSP.
This book offers an easily accessible treatment of the theory and practice of digital data
communications, explaining how to design, implement, and test software-defined radio
modems. System analysts and designers will benefit from detailed system performance
simulations that ensure compliance with end-user specified requirements under the
expected channel conditions. The book features case studies and examples for end-toend performance evaluations, simulation codes for waveform acquisition and data
demodulation, design and analysis techniques, applications for microwave and
millimeter wave bands, and much more.
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